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Win rate 57.75% 41 56.1% 25.35% 18 50% Q W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 5 Q W 43.48% 10 60% Default Win Rate 40.85% 29 58.62% 39.44% 28 53.57% Introduction Build 14.9 29% 4 50% 14.29% 4 25% 10.71% 3 33.33% 10.71% 3 33.33% 7.14% 2 0% Boots 0% 93.1% 54 55.56% 1.72% 1 100% 1.72% 1.72% 1 0% / % Below Corki Win Rate / % Lower Corki Select
Corki Win Rate according to the length of the game, get this version for Draven directly in your customers. Save 5 minutes of search Welcome to the ADC Tier List, look at the strongest ADC Champions in the current meta lol, find out what constitutes the best ADC champion and why it is much better then to choose the other ADC, the ADC is one of the most valuable roles in the
game, so that there is another role dedicated to supporting the ADC stage, throwing lanes, ADC champions need (CS) score creep/gold farm to be effective in later parts of the game, so it is very important that your AD Carry lane has a great thrown across the entire game. ในเกมโดยเฉลี่ย รายการระดับ ADC 11.1 เปรียบไดกับรายการระดับปกติเฉพาะรายการระดับน้ีครอบคลุมเฉพาะ
แชมป ADC เทาน้ัน 10.46% 5.27% 1.42% 1.4% 1.21% แชมปความยากลําบาก: สีรอบภาพแชมเปยนบงบอกถึงความยากลําบากในการเลน (วงกลมสีเขียว = งาย | วงกลมสีเขียว) วงกลมสีเหลือง = ขนาดปานกลาง | วงกลมสีเหลือง วงกลมสีแดง = ยาก)สราง / เคานเตอร: คลิกที่ภาพลิงกคุณสามารถดูเคานเตอรของเราเลือกและสรางคูมือ 52.6%14.7%5.27% 51.5%9.8%0.51% 52.7%1.7%0.29%
48.6%13%1.4% 49.6%7.7%0.57% 52 %9.3%10.46% 50.8%2.8%0.38% 51.8%4.4%0.29% 52.2%10.5%1.42% 48.9%7%0.38% 51.5 %6.1%1.21% 49.5%3.9%0.37% 50.5%1.9%0.28% 49.8%3%0.79% 49.8%2.6%0.29% 50.3%3.5%0.31% 47.9%1.8%0.32% 46.6%2.9%1.05% 14.7% 13% 10.5% 9.8% 9.3% ดูบทบาทอื่น ๆ ของเรา / เลนเทียรลิสตและดานบน 3 แชมปสรางทุกแพทช
นางสาว FortuneMiss Fortune เปนแชมป ADC บูลลี่ที่แข็งแกรงจริงๆโดยใชความเสียหายพิเศษแบบพาสซีฟของเธอในการโจมตีอัตโนมัติ Ms. Fortune can do a lot of damage with basic attacks but her bread and butter are in damage to her AOE Ults for team battles. Lucian has a lot of bombs for most of the ADC champions you'll need in the 500 range, which can put you at a big
disadvantage as ADC. By ranked Increased Search Ranked Vayne RunesVayne ADC Rune Build51.4% WR (43,273 matches), spells triggered 50.75% WR (77,283 matches) Priority SkillsWQESkill, the most popular skill path leveling order levelqtumblewsilvereconpiveponponfindal hourpnight hunter starting the entry for most matches. All gameFourth List OptionsOptions after
main create list options, Fifth, default list items &amp; main list items, list items, Fourth items, list items, default list items, best list items for most matching Mythic &amp; matching. The main list creates this all-game Fourth list after main build, the main, the generate, the fifth, the list, the list, everything you need to know about the ADC role, our ADC guide explains what the ADC
role is related to, how to play the ADC, and tips, tricks and strategy instructions to help you get better at ADC, there is a lot of pressure to play ADC in the League of Legends, but it is the role that can be performed when the team plays exceptionally well. As one of the team's main damage dealers, it's up to you to put your fighting power wherever your partner wants: whether it's
falling off other champions, winning team battles or securing powerful objectives like Baron Nashor, this guide will give you strong advice on the ADC, highlighting some important mechanisms that you need to master in order to work well in the role, destroying the way you play the ADC at various points in the game, and finally offering general tips that all ADC players should take
into account the ADC as the main casualty dealer in the League of Legends team. The ability certainly helps to export their damage and can always offer some special utilities with stuns, knockbacks, escapes and buffs, but your main goal is to land a basic ongoing attack or your goal. It's a fairly long process to get to the point where you can tear anything in your path. As one of
the most item-dependent roles in the game, you start very weak and expand greatly over the course of the race as you finish key equipment pieces such as Infinity Edge, Bloodthirster, Blade of the Ruined King and more, making creeping farming and collecting gold extremely important to you. This will help you get extra protection and assistance so you can spend time with the
last hit minions to collect gold and create those important items as soon as possible. Even as the game progresses, you remain one of the easiest targets to kill, so you have to play safely and use your tanker partner to defend you. It's important to remember that when the game opens and you're pushing the objective or looking for a team battle, the ADC must always be careful
not to be too much, so they are not caught by the opposite team. Sticking close to the alliance means you will be ready to destroy your damage if and when the fight kicks off or helps down the structure in attack, coordinating with your teammates. This video by Phy is a wonderful watch for ADC is one of the most mechanically difficult roles to master, especially when your focus
can slip during a tense engagement, a team battle that is manic, or when you fall behind in the game. The first and most important hit on the nail is the last hit minion. This is how you create most of the gold you will need to buy and start improving your power throughout the game. Without a good list, you will find yourself in an incredibly weak position compared to your opponents
and can't have a worthwhile impact on the game, and that's especially true with the ADC, with that in mind, then train with the ADC champions to learn their attacking animation so you can judge the right moment to shoot out automatic attacks to kill minions and give them gold. In addition, pay your full attention during the lan process through the killing. The lack of too many
minions is too big if you're wasting your time trying to find a collapse. This deal of corruption is a technique that is almost exclusively relevant in the landing stages of the tournament, although there can be an application when the game opens and you find yourself in a competition with an enemy champion elsewhere. It's one of the ways you can take advantage of lanes or weaken
targets appropriately to set up a kill chance with your support. Excelling team in team battles as ADC is all about using damage to the most important targets that are in a comfortable range while keeping yourself safe from death. Positioning is the most important thing to learn. Teammates may want to scream about not focusing on tanks and what not. But if that's the only opponent
you can safely attack and then do so – don't step into battle if the enemy team can collapse on you and kill you in seconds. An advanced technique to practice team combat and general play is attack. This is where you follow the small steps between your automatic attack animations, giving you space to adjust position or dodge incoming skill shots. You can also kite many melee
champions in this way, applying damage to them while they fail to get in range to deal with the damage themselves. To help with all these mechanisms, it is usually best to choose an ADC champion one to three and play it repeatedly to understand how to play less instead of trying to spread. Across many of the champion friendly ADCs to beginners include Ashe, Caitlyn and Sivir,
while we also have the best ADC championship list overall if you want to see other options that may arise. The minions that hit last to collect gold should be the only thing you focus on in the early game. It is especially important when playing ADC considering how much you scale with items, so if you can hurry to B.F. Sword or Bilgewater Cutlass early, you will have tremendous
damage over your opponent who can help you fight early and extend your career opportunities further. It all starts with hovering up the early gold, though, so control the waves so that minions won't go away with the tower shots and will constantly reposition themselves to be ready to hit the final dead minions. If you are partnering with supporters who can catch opponents like
Thresh or Pyke, then looking for a kill can be a strategy that works as well. Just make sure you win some damage trading first to weaken your opponent and coordinate when you are engaged together. Having only one player act and die unnecessarily is something you want to avoid if you can farm safely. How to play ADC in the middle of the game, when the game opens up, you
have to start looking for purpose and push the structure. If you win or win in lanebots, then of course move in to destroy the turret, then it may be wise to move around the map or switch to the top lane so you can have a numerical advantage there. You can also consider taking dragons if you kill or otherwise threaten off your bot lane opponents. Ping the forest or the middle lane to
help you, this is often a clever thing to do. How to play ADC in most late games, you have to be stuck near your team during this period of the game, since being caught by an enemy champion can be disastrous for your partner, especially with a very high death timer. Don't hesitate to claim your own side red buff whenever you see it up, but make sure it's safe to do so first.
However, at the At this point, your team is looking for a participation that can win the game, so get ready for the team's struggles. Try to claim or contest Baron Nashor often triggers this decisive fight, so be ready to move there if your team or opponent is looking to kill it. Make sure you give this video by xFSN Saber clock for great tips on how to team into ADC. Here's a quick and
easy trick to remember when playing ADC: Don't stop farming gold: whether it's right from the start of the game or if you see a huge minion wave going to the tower, go there and hover all the cash so you can buy more than your opponents. Play safely and aggressively in participation that you're sure you can win. Remember, you're very weak. Practice key mechanics such as
trading, moving, attacking and damaging to get a small edge. Above your opponent. Try to complete one important item first, instead of distributing your gold in several small, weak items of don't be too much in the battle of the team looking for easy to kill targets. Just hit something safe – as long as you're using the damage you're doing your job. Don't forget to claim the red buff in
the later stages of the game when you see that it's alive. Extra damage and slow can be very useful! Are you still farming gold? Good.
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